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ABSTRACT

One of the benefits from the Ulysses, SOHO, and YOHKOH missions has been a strong stimulus to better
understand the magnetohydrodynamic processes involved in coronal expansion. Three topics for which this

has been especially true are described here. These are: (i) The observed constancy of the radial interplanetary
magnetic field strength (as mapped to constant radius). (ii) The geometric spreading of coronal plumes and
coronal holes, and the fate of plumes. (iii) The plasma _ in streamers and the physics of streamer
confinement.

INTRODUCTION

It is said that the structure of the solar corona is imprinted onto the solar wind. This has been demonstrated in

many ways, but SOHO and Ulysses are modifying the concept - for both fast and slow solar wind. More

specifically, the results are modifying ideas about the physical role of the magnetic field as interpreted using
MHD models of coronal expansion.

Consider first fast solar wind, which originates in coronal holes that expand in area by factors of two to

tenfold between one and five solar radii. MHD and potential field-based models of the coronal magnetic field
make specific, verifiable predictions. Yet, these predictions differ from each other in how geometric
expansion varies across a hole and how wind speed depends on the expansion. The differences are still being
reconciled, but each prediction must be consistent with the observation that fast wind and the radial magnetic
field strength (normalized to constant radius) are surprisingly uniform. What has been added to this is that the
solar wind within coronal holes appears to be permeated by filamentary structures in addition to MHD waves.
The most well known form of this filamentary structure is the coronal plume. Plumes then apparently
becomes thoroughly mixed with the interplume plasma inside I/3 AU because outside that distance all that is
observed is an evolving field of MHD turbulence superimposed on the high speed wind.

Consider next slow wind, which seems to somehow come from inside or from the flanks of streamers and may
never achieve a state of steady flow. This puts to rest the old idea of "quiet solar wind" and raises many new
questions. There are divergent ideas for the how streamers might be the source of slow wind, but these are
being strongly constrained by new data on composition and flow speed, as well as on the properties of streamer
cores. It will be important to develop a broader range of streamer models to clarify the main physical
processes.

The brief discussion of the above points will concentrate on modeling and the magnetohydrodynamic structure

of coronal holes and streamers. The following sources give more information on related topics not dealt with
here. First, Ulysses results are summarized in a recent Astronomy & Astrophysics special issue (v316(2),
December (lI) 1996). Second, reviews and summaries of recent SOHO results are in the Fifth SOHO Workshop
Proceedings (ESA SP-404, "The Corona & Solar Wind Near Minimum Activity", 1997) and the Solar Physics
SOHO Special Issues (v170(I), January & v175(2), October 1997). In particular, Marsch gives a concise
summary of new results and controversies for coronal hole flow in the Fi_h SOHO Workshop Proceedings,
specifically including the temperatures and temperature anisotropies not discussed here.
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solar wind within coronal holes appears to be permeated by filamentary structures in addition to MHD waves.
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becomes thoroughly mixed with the interplume plasma inside 1/3 AU because outside that distance all that is
observed is an evolving field of MHD turbulence superimposed on the high speed wind.

Consider next slow wind, which seems to somehow come from inside or from the flanks of streamers and may
never achieve a state of steady flow. This puts to rest the old idea of "quiet solar wind" and raises many new

questions. There are divergent ideas for the how streamers might be the source of slow wind, but these are
being strongly constrained by new data on composition and flow speed, as well as on the properties of streamer
cores. It will be important to develop a broader range of streamer models to clarify the main physical

processes.

The brief discussion of the above points will concentrate on modeling and the magnetohydrodynamic structure
of coronal holes and streamers. The following sources give more information on related topics not dealt with
here. First, Ulysses results are summarized in a recent Astronomy & Astrophysics special issue (v316(2),
December (ll) 1996). Second, reviews and summaries of recent SOHO results are in the Fifth SOHO Workshop
Proceedings (ESA SP-404, "The Corona & Solar Wind Near Minimum Activity", 1997) and the Solar Physics
SOHO Special Issues (v170(1), January & v175(2), October 1997). In particular, Marsch gives a concise
summary of new results and controversies for coronal hole flow in the Fifth SOHO Workshop Proceedings,
specifically including the temperatures and temperature anisotropies not discussed here.



GLOBALCORONALEXPANSION

The globalsolarmagneticfield variesin a systematicmannerover the sunspotcycle and has well defined

properties. In general terms, it is dipolar at solar sunspot minimum and is well approximated by a tilted dipole
during the declining phases of the solar cycle. The field becomes more disordered and has much less large scale
organization around solar maximum (e.g. Suess, 1993). Global coronal structure reflects this evolution in a

logical manner (Billings and Roberts, 1964). The streamer belt follows the magnetic equator in the declining
phases and at minimum and this is reflected in the corona appearing elliptic in these phases of the solar cycle,
with coronal holes lying over the magnetic poles. The streamer belt becomes distorted around the time of
solar maximum when there is no well defined magnetic equator, and the corona appears spiky at small scales
and roughly spherical on global scales. Because of the relative simplicity during the declining phases of the
cycle and at solar minimum, these times have up until recently been the primary objective of modelers. Global
coronal models often still assume a dipole field for the purposes of examining the detailed physics of the
numerical results. However, global models designed to compute and predict the detailed morphology of the
corona have now gone far beyond the simple axisymmetric dipole case.

Today, daily measurements of the line of sight (LOS) photospheric magnetic field are routinely used as a
boundary condition for global coronal models that produce a completely acceptable prediction for the visual
appearance of the corona. An example of this is shown in Figure 1, where a 3D MHD model (Mikic & Linker,
1996) has been used to predict the appearance nf the corona during the 24 October 1995 solar eclipse. The
prediction is shown on the [eft and is remarkably like the white light corona shown in the photograph on the
right. In a more detailed analysis of several models, their predictions, and related observations, data from
Ulysses during the fast latitude scan was compared with predictions from "potential field / source surface"
(PFSS) coronal models and from the Mikic & Linker MHD model. The comparison was between the observed
and predicted locations of the heliospheric current sheet (HCS). To do this, the in situ magnetic field was
mapped back to the Sun using the constant velocity approximation (Neugebauer et al. 1998). Although none
of the models produced a perfect prediction for the location of the HCS, all of them produced an acceptable

prediction.

Figure !. Left: 3D MHD model prediction for the appearanceofthe corona during the 24 October 1995 total solar
eclipse (Jon Linker & Zoran Mikic, Applied Physics Operation, Science Applications International Corporation, San
Diego). Right: Image of the corona taken during the 1995 eclipse (F. Diego, University College, London & S.
Koutchmy, Institut d'Astrophysique, Paris, CNRS). Both images are printed here in negative.

The purpose of PFSS models was originally to simply and quickly predict the location of streamers, of coronal
holes, and of the HCS - a task they now are understood to be well qualified for (Neugebauer et al., 1998). Given
that the global morphology of the corona can be reasonably well simulated, a discussion of the physical state
of the corona is the objective here and this can be accomplished only through combining MHD (not PFSS)
models like that shown in Figure I with empirical data because it is presently impossible to directly measure
the coronal magnetic field. This has become a very active area of research using data from Ulysses, YOHKOH,
SOHO, and interplanetary scintillation (IPS) observations. Figure 2 focuses on this point, depicting Ulysses
collecting plasma coming from the parts of the corona remotely analyzed by SOHO. The purpose of this
figure is to call attention to one of the most important parameters describing the physical state of the corona
- the plasma 13(the ratio of the thermal to magnetic pressure). As shown, 13<<1 out to at least I0 solar radii
(Rs) in coronal holes, while !3>I in streamers above -I.2 Rs (heliocentric). This has specific implications, but
first it is necessary to briefly describe how these estimates of 13were made.



13in coronalholescanbeempiricallyestimatedbyextrapolatinginterplanetaryobservationsbackto the Sun.
Forexample,13(normalizedto I AU) wasmeasuredat Ulyssesto be3-4(Suesset aL 1996). Assuming the solar
wind temperature varies as r"l - r °5, 13decreases with decreasing heliocentric distance (radius), reaches O[I0 r]
at 10Rs, and reaches O[10 .2] at 5Rs. Alternatively it is possible to make an empirical estimate by

extrapolating upward from the base of the corona. At the top of the transition region (-7,000 km above the
photosphere), the magnetic field, temperature, and density are B=O[5-10] Gauss (DeForest et al. 1998),
T=O[106] K, and no=O[107-108] cm "3 (Ahmad & Withbroe, 1977) Therefore, 13=3xl0 "2 to 7x10 -4 below
coronal holes. Extrapolating upward, using the geometry either from coronal hole models or as derived
empirically from coronal hole boundaries, gives [3<10.2 at 5Rs (Suess et al, 1998), the same as the inward
extrapolation. Coronal hole MHD models are dependent on boundary conditions and physical assumptions and
early models did not have as low 13as determined empirically (e.g. Steinolfson et al, 1982). Those same models
also had low flow speed and high density in the open field region and therefore did not really simulate coronal
holes. Recent models (e.g. Suess et al, 1996; Wang et al. 1998) have repaired this deficiency and now produce
high speed wind from, and have low 13in, the coronal holes.
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Figure 2. MIlD model and empirical results show that
13<<I in coronal holes to ~10Rs and 13>1 in streamers above
-l.2Rs. The small 13in holes allows plumes to persist to at
least 10Rs. This cartoon also shows that at certain times
Ulysses is able to sample Ln situ the same plasma that is
remotely analyzed by SOHO.

Estimates of 13 in streamers derive both from
MHD models of the global corona and from
empirical estimates of temperature and density in
streamers in combination with potential or
phenomenological magnetic field models. MHD
models have always given 13>1 from low in
streamers out into the solar wind (Steinolfson et
al. 1982). This is even true of the original model

of Pneuman and Kopp (1972), which predicted 13
to reach -15 at 1.6R s (Gary & Alexander, 1998).
MHD models with volumetric heating (e.g. Suess
et al. 1996) sometimes result in astronomical
values for 13, but these may be artificial in the
absence of a full understanding of the relationship
between heating and momentum addition in

coronal expansion. Determining 13 empirically
has been a much more difficult task. However,
this has now been achieved by combining
observations from SOHO/UVCS and

YOHKOH/SXT with a PFSS model magnetic field

to show that 13>1 above -I.2 Rs in one specific, but apparently typical streamer observed near solar minimum

(Li et al. 1998).

CORONAL HOLES

The result that 13<<1 in coronal holes provides the basis for understanding: (i) Why the radial interplanetary

magnetic field (IMF) in the high speed wind is (as mapped to constant radius) independent of latitude. (ii)
What the relative and absolute geometric spreading is in coronal plumes and coronal holes. (iii) What the

probable fate of plumes is. These three points are discussed here in this order.

The Geometric Spreading of Coronal Holes

Ulysses is the first mission able to give a snapshot of the variation of the radial IMF, B_, with latitude in the
high speed wind. Expectations based on PFSS models were that Br would increase towards high latitude (Wang,
1993). The reason for this is that PFSS models have greater geometric divergence at the edges than at the
center of open field regions. The photospheric field outside active regions is only weakly dependent on
position so the excess divergence at the edges of coronal holes leads to a weaker magnetic field there. High
speed flow originates throughout coronal holes and hence it was expected that near solar minimum the field
would be weaker in the low latitude high speed wind.



What wasobservedis shown in Figure 3, where it is seen that the field strength in the high speed wind is
independent of latitude. The explanation for this is that the variation predicted by PFSS models disappears
between -I.5R s and 5Rs. Figure 4 shows this happening in an MHD model (Wang et al, 1905), where the field
outside the streamer/plasma sheet depends strongly on polar angle (colatitude, 0) at 1.47Rs, weakly on 0 at

2.47R_, and not at all on 0 at 4.88Rs. Physically, the field gradient across a coronal hole represents a

transverse magnetic pressure gradient which cannot be balanced by the thermal pressure gradient since 113<<1.
The magnetic pressure gradient is a force directed towards the edges of the hole, onto the flanks of streamers,

and which relaxes at the fast mode speed of -2000 km/s. Since the solar wind expansion speed is generally
much less than 2000 km/s at these heights, the gradient completely relaxes in a time short compared to the
transit time of the solar wind from the base of the coronal hole to a few solar radii (Suess 8,: Smith, 1996). The
consequence is that by 5Rs the radial magnetic field strength is essentially independent of position across a
coronal hole. This simple physical argument is fully supported by numerical (Wang et al. 1995) and analytic
(Suess et al, 1977) solutions and by physical estimates (Suess & Smith, 1996).
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Figure 3. B, in the IMF, normalized to I AU, for Ulysses
data collected during the fast latitude scan (summer'94-
summer'95). The dashed lines delineate the streamer belt
(Forsyth et al, 1996).

This result has important implications regarding the
geometric spreading in coronal holes. In computations
such as that by Wang (1993), it was presumed that the
coronal hole magnetic field was nearly a potential field
up to heights of -2.SRs. This is now seen to not be the
case. Volume currents are important throughout coronal
holes and the geometric spreading as a function of
position within coronal holes is poorly described in PFSS
models except below 1.SRs. Instead, it can be said that
the total geometric spreading along streamlines/field
lines is nearly the same everywhere in a coronal hole
between I.SRs and 5Rs. However, the distribution of
spreading along individual streamlines will be different -
being concentrated towards the base of a coronal at the
center and at larger radii towards the edge of coronal
holes. This means that geometric spreading of coronal
hole determined empirically by from the boundary
spreading can be assumed to be approximately valid for
each individual streamline across the coronal hole. Solar

wind models which critically depend on the spreading
being concentrated at a specific height are not supported by this result since, as noted above, the solar wind
speed is, to O[l], independent of position across an individual coronal hole (Phillips et al, 1995).
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Figure 4. The total magnetic field strength
(solid lines), at the indicated radii versus
polar angle from the global MHD coronal
model of Wang et al. (1995).

Plumes are bright quasi-radial rays observed between one and
several Rs in coronal holes. They are visible during eclipses
and, e.g., from SOHO and SPARTAN-201. After several years
of controversy, DeForest et al (1998), by way of a
comprehensive set of SOHO observations, have finally shown
all plumes lie over photospheric magnetic flux concentrations,
although not all flux concentrations have plumes. Being
bright, plumes are denser than interplume plasma. In addition,
SOHO/UVCS has been used to show that plumes flow at
-150km/s at 2.0Rs (Corti et al., 1997).

The study of plume dynamics is made both simpler and more
difficult when applying the knowledge that 13<<1 in coronal
holes. The former because it means plume geometry can be
computed separately from plume dynamics inside 10Rs, the
latter because it means that plume and interplume flows are
probably strongly mixed somewhere between 10Rs and 0.3AU.
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Regarding the geometric spreading of plumes, I],<<l immediately shows that the presence of tile plume has no
significant effect on the magnetic field geometry (the kinetic energy density is also small compared to the
magnetic field energy density). This is a stable situation inside 10Rs+ and what happens beyond that distance is
addressed below. Because the plasma can be ignored, the computation of tile geometry can be divided into two
simple calculations: (i) A potential field calculation below -I.IRs that shows how the field smoothes itself out

above the photospheric magnetic flux concentrations. (ii) The global spreading of the surrounding coronal
hole computed as described above, either empirically or from a global MHD model. The coronal hole and
plume relative spreading are the same above -I.IR s so this will provide all the information that is needed.
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Figure 5. Array of flux concentrations at the photosphere, with
rapidly spreading field lines above the photosphere shown to a
height twice their typical separation distance (70,000km). Some
concentrations have plumes, but not all. At 70,000km, the field
has become locally smooth (Suess, 1998).

Figure 5 shows field lines in the low corona, over a

field of magnetic flux concentrations. These field
lines were computed using the potential field
model described by Suess et al (1998). That
calculation takes into account all the flux

concentrations, even though it is unknown what
distinguishes those which are overlain by plumes.
The concentrations lie in the chromospheric
network, which means they have typical
separation distances of -35,000km. As is

characteristic of potential fields, the overlying
magnetic field then spreads out and is

approximately uniform by a height comparable to
the plume separation distance• Therefore, it can
be conservatively stated that the magnetic field in
coronal holes is smooth by a height of 70,000 km,
or 1.1Rs.

The "basal plume spreading" shown in Figure 5 can be described by a local spreading factor fl(r). Above l.lRs,
the field is smooth and the relative changes in the geometric spreading are essentially identical between
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Figure 6. Combined local and global spreading factors (see text) for a small
flux concentration with a 5% background field. The global spreading is
computed along the symmetry axis in the Steinolfson, Suess, & Wu (1982)
model.

adjacent streamlines, independent of the
presence of plumes. Therefore, the
spreading above l.lRs for both plumes
and interplume flow can be described with

a global spreading factor fs(r) that is
deduced as described above. Figure 6

shows fl(r) and fs(r) for an example
described by Suesset al. (1998) in which
the global spreading was computed from
the global MHD model of Steinolfson,
Suess, and Wu (1982) and the local
spreading was computed assuming a 5%
background field around the flux
concentrations and a 35,000 km

separation distance. Other MHD models

give similar values for fs(r), which are all,
in turn, similar to empirical estimates. The global spreading occurs mainly between 1.1 and 3Rs and the total
spreading can range between 2 and 10 - sometimes being even larger for small coronal holes.

The Fate of Plumes

As noted, SOHO/UVCS has been used to show that plumes flow at -150 km/s at 2Rs (Corti et al, 1997). Plume

densities are well enough known as a function of height (e.g. Habbal et al., 1995) to use with typical geometric
spreading factors and deduce that the plume flow speed at 5.5R s is 150-230 km/s. This can be compared with
the apparent mean flow speed at that height of 750km/s (Grail et al, 1996) to suggest that interplume plasma
is flowing at least twice as fast as plume plasma. This presents a problem because Ulysses detected only high
speed solar wind coming from the polar coronal holes, with a variance of only 5-10%. Plumes should stand out
clearly if there were large velocity differences. In fact, concerted searches have been made for plume
signatures in any plasma parameter (McComas et al, 1995; Poletto et al, 1996), with only weak indication of



a detectionat best.It is possible that plumes simply undergo delayed acceleration, but it would be more than a
coincidence it all plumes were to arrive at I AU with just the right flow speed, temperature, and density so as
to be indistinguishable from the surrounding fast wind. This is even less likely when it is realized that plumes
come with a continuous spectrum of properties rather than, e.g., one specific density contrast. Therefore, it is
most likely that plumes are strongly mixed with interplume plasma somewhere between 10Rs and 0.3AU
where Helios data showed an absence of a strong plume signature.

Plume Regimes:
Iv i - v e I<v a Iv i - ve I>ua Iv i - ve I>v a

Low Corona Mid Corona High Corona

Figure 7. The different regimes encountered by a plume in the corona, va is the
Alfv6n speed and 'i' and "e' subscripts referenceproperties internal or external to the
plume. Mid corona is somewhere around 10Rs (Suess, 1998).

One likely source of mixing is
that plume/interplume interfaces
suffer shear instabilities that

disrupt the plumes. It is well
known that a magnetic field
stabilizes the classic Kelvin-

Helmholtz (KH) shear instability
(Chandrasekhar, 1961 ), but
recent work has shown that if the

shear speed exceeds that largest
local Aifv_n speed, it again
becomes unstable to the KH

instability. In the low corona, the

Alfv6n speed is typically 1000-2000 km/s, far larger than the implied shear speed on plumes of a few hundred
km/s. However, the Alfv_n speed decreases with height, eventually reaching only -50 km/s at 1 AU, and the

shear speed thus exceeds the Alfv6n speed somewhere in the outer corona. When this happens, the shear
interface has been shown to become unstable and disrupts the interface, producing large amplitude Alfv6nic
fluctuations (Hardee and Clarke, 1995).

Figure 8. Magnetic field lines for a jet
moving into an expanding external
atmosphere in cylindrical geometry (Hardee
& Clarke, 1995). The jet is magnetized and
remains stable until it becomes

superAIfv6nic. It then destabilizes abruptly.
There is no external field.

The three regimes a plume might pass through are diagrammed in
Figure 7, showing sub-Alfv6nic shear in the low corona, trans-
Alfv6nic shear in the mid corona (typically at >10Rs), and the super-
Alfv6nic shear beyond this radius. Furthermore, it shows that the
trans-Alfv6nic shear will generally occur where it is still the case that
13<1 so that the resulting fluctuations will be "Alfv6nic" correlated

magnetic field-velocity fluctuations, as opposed to sound waves or
fast modes (Hardee & Clarke, 1995). Simulations have been conducted

of this instability in an expanding atmosphere. Although they do not
use parameters that are appropriate for coronal plumes, the
simulations illustrate the general behavior or the instability.
Specifically, Hardee and Clarke (1995) simulated the instability of a
magnetized jet in an expanding, unmagnetized atmosphere. They used
a cylindrical geometry, as opposed to spherical, but this still supplied
the property that the Alfv_n speed decreases with increasing radius.

The result for one such simulation is shown in Figure 8, demonstrating
that when the shear exceeds the AIfv6n speed, the MHD KH
instability occurs, sinusoidal oscillations set in, and the jet is

"...doomed to disruption". This is a very robust result because it fully verifies the stability arguments based on

the dispersion relation for linear waves. Nevertheless, the study of plume instability and mixing with
interplume plasma is in its very early stages and much work needs to be done to understand what role, if any,
the KH instability has in mixing plumes with interplume plasma and producing the MHD fluctuations
commonly detected in the interplanetary medium.

STREAMERS

Interest in the physical processes in streamers has always been high because they are the location where
coronal mass ejections (CMEs) occur. This interest has increased over the past few years with growing
questions about the origin of the slow solar wind and the discovery of very small transient releases from
streamers even at solar minimum (Sheeley et al, 1997).



It haslong beenknown that slowwindsomehoworiginatesfrom tile streamerbelt (Feldmanet al, 1981;
Goslinget al, 1981)andideasfor howthis workedhavegenerallybeenbasedin steadystateflow modelsin
whichit is hypothesizedthat the spreadingfimctionsalongstreamlinesproducingslowwindare in someway
significantlydifferent than for fast wind.This concept is still tenable (Noci et al, 1997), but alternative

hypotheses are also being developed with growing evidence that the slow solar wind source is inherently time
dependent. One such piece of evidence comes from SOHO/UVCS, where was found that there are
compositional differences inside streamers, with the flanks being tess fractionated that the cores (Raymond et
al, 1997). The lower fractionation on the flanks suggested a period of gravitational settling followed by a
transient outflow. Another piece of evidence is the discovery of continual small sporadic releases of mass from
streamers even at solar minimum. This was accomplished with the SOHO/LASCOC2 coronagraph (Sheeley et
al, 1997). The releases begin near the tops of streamers, are not visible low in streamers, and they move with
speeds like those predicted in slow solar wind steady flow models - although they are inherently a transient
flow. In response to these discoveries, several ideas have been put forward for why slow solar wind might
originate in transient releases from streamers (Schwadron et al, 1998; Suess et al, 1996; Dahlburg et al, 1998).
To evaluate these proposals, it is important to understand the physical conditions in streamers and it is this
which is addressed here.
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Figure 9. Plasma 13from the MHD global
coronal model ofSteinolfson et al (1982)
in the case 13=0.5 at the base of the

streamer (top of figure).

The point made with Figure 2 regarding streamers is that throughout
most of their volume, 13>1. This is reiterated in Figure 9 which shows a

contour plot of 13 for the Steinolfson et al (1982) model for a
polytropic with ),=1.05. The model in Figure 9 is for ideal MHD and is
typical of the results obtained from such models. But, streamers have
long been described as "magnetically confined", so this poses the
question: "what is holding streamers down?" The answer can be given
in terms of the above description of the magnetic field in coronal holes
expanding towards the sides of the holes and pressing on the flanks of
streamers. To O[1], streamers are contained by the strong magnetic
fields in coronal holes exerting force on the sides of the streamers. The
principal effect of the closed field lines near the tops of streamers is to
keep them from continuously leaking plasma. This could be contrasted
with a simple magnetic pinch which has no such closed lines of force at
the ends of the pinch and therefore always leaks plasma. It is only near
the base of streamers, below 1.2 R s, where the field can be
approximated as a potential or force-free field and the curvature forces
are important for containing the plasma. Thus, streamers are
magnetically confined, but the physics of this confinement does not
necessarily follow the intuitive idea that the curvature forces in the

magnetic loops of the streamer are primary source of the confining force.

With this understanding of the physics of streamer confinement and that 1_>1 in streamers, it becomes more
important to analyze the heating in streamers since the thermal pressure is likely to have a major effect. This
has already been discussed in two studies. The first was by Steinolfson (1988) who showed that heating in
streamers leads to simulated CMEs that better reproduce observations. In another study, Wang et al. (1995)
compared simulated CMEs with and without volumetric heating to show that there O[1] differences between
the two cases. Since it is commonly suspected that streamers are heated, which is supported by empirical
results show streamers are essentially isothermal (Li et al, 1998), the heating of streamers becomes an
important modeling problem.

Under conditions of ideal MHD and no heating, steady solutions for streamer structure have long been known
to exist (Pneuman & Kopp, 1972; Steinolfson et al, 1982). But, when volumetric heating is added, there is a
qualitative change. In a polytropic gas, there are only two ways energy can be added- by increasing either the
kinetic energy or pressure. In the ideal streamer, the flow speed is zero and hence only the pressure can
change, increasing with time as heat is added. As the pressure (and 13) increases, the top of the streamer inflates

and eventually opens to release solar wind. The outflow is generally dense and slow wind results (Suess et al,
1996). Depending on the size of the heating source, the streamer will continue inflating until it has entirely
evaporated, which has led us to call this process "streamer evaporation". For heat sources like those proposed
to exist in the corona, the evaporation typically takes a few months. Of course this is not how the solar
corona actually behaves - streamers can exist for several solar rotations. Evaporation is relevant for why there



isa tendency for hot plasma to be released from streamers, but it does not explain why streamers reclose and
sometimes last for several months. Nevertheless, the simulations of Steinolfson (1988) and Suess et al. (1996)
clearly show the effect of evaporation in a polytropic gas simulation. This has led to the addition of thermal
conduction to the models since this is a natural heat sink and will counteract evaporation. However, published
simulations show this to only slow the evaporation rate (Suess et al, 1996).

These modeling restdts provide a strong reason for more comprehensive analysis of streamer energetics. Some
of the important issues are the effects of more realistic descriptions of energy sinks, including radiative losses,
and the effect of relaxing the assumption of axisymmetric flow used in the Suess et al (1996) simulation.
Radiative losses may greatly reduce the rate of evaporation, while three-dimensionality increases the
possibility that evaporation will be sporadic rather than continuous. Another important issue has to do with
the physics of the volumetric heating because existing simulations all assume a source which is steady both in
space and time. Realistically, coronal heating must depend on the ambient properties of the plasma and
magnetic field, and introduction of an ambient-dependent source can also be expected to also lead to sporadic
evaporation.

SUMMARY

The role of the magnetic field in modeling coronal expansion is receiving renewed emphasis under the stimulus
of results from SOHO, Ulysses, and YOHKOH. The importance of the plasma-magnetic field interaction is, to
a great degree, summarized by the plasma 13and the empirical results have now placed limits on what this
parameter is in coronal holes and streamers. Specifically, _<<l in coronal holes out to at least 10Rs and 13>I in
streamers above 1.2R s. Knowing this leads directly to an explanation for the observed constancy of the radial
IMF (as mapped to constant radius) and to a full understanding of the geometric spreading of coronal plumes
and coronal holes. It poses, however, the question of how filamentary structures such as the plumes in coronal
holes become mixed to produce the uniform flow seen further from the Sun.

That 13>1 in streamers raises significant modeling and physical questions about the important processes in

streamers and in the origin of slow solar wind which can only be answered with additional modeling,
simulations, and observations. The definitive test will be whether a successful prediction is made for what the
Solar Probe will encounter when it reaches the Sun.
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